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WALTER STONE & E. MORRIS MILLER CORRESPONDENCE 
1948 - 1964 
Edmund Morris Miller (1881-1964) scholar, Professor of Philosophy and Psychology and 
Librarian at the University of Tasmania, had extensive correspondence with Walter Stone (£ 
1905- ), publisher and book collector of Sydney and publisher of Biblionews , between 
1948 and 1964 about book collecting and Australian literature. Letters include references to 
J.K. Morris (d. 1958) ,Henry Kendall and Rev. Thornton Reed's thesis on Kendall, Fred. 
Bloomfield, Roderick Quinn, C.J. Brennan, W.E. Fitzhenry (editor of The Bulletin ), M. 
Gilmour and to The Tasmanian, Launceston's first newspaper (9). Morris Miller sometimes 
enclosed copies of his letters to others, including J.K. Morris (1951), and there are also 
letters from W.E. Fitzhenry of The Bulletin sent by Morris. Miller to Stone for his files. 
.r>.	 Photocopies of these letters are also held in the Nat/onal Library, Canberra. 
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1 L.A. Triebel to Guy Howarth 8 May 1947
 
Inquiring source of verse on E.M.M's behalf.
 
2-162 Walter Stone & E. Morris Miller correspondence 1948 - 1964 
Letters from E. Morris Miller to Walter Stone and carbon copies of some of his 
replies. 
2-34 1947-1950
 
35-68 1951-1952
 
69-97 1953-1954
 
98-125 1955-1957
 
126-162 1958-1964
 
(105 letters from E.M.M. to W.S., 53 carbon copies of letters from W.S. to E.M.M.) 
163-5	 E. Morris Miller to W. E. Fitzhenry 1953, 1954, 1957 
Bill Fitzhenry editor of The Bulletin to W. Stone: E.M.M.'s visit (10.9.1953); 4 
letters from E.M.M. to Fitzhenry: Bulletin, University, Thornton Reed and letters from 
Rev. Thomas Thornton Reed, Dean of Adelaide, to Fitzhenry on Thornton's thesis on 
Henry Kendal at Adelaide University and Coventry's cartoon in Bulletin of Thornton and 
note from Coventry referring to it (Feb.-Mar. 1954, filed together and endorsed "Walter you 
may care to add these to your files"); E.M.M. to Fitzhenry: "Australian Literature" (12 
Mar. 1956). 
(2 letters & file of 7 letters) 
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166 "News cuttings and periodicals E. Morris Miller" NO.
 
(duplicated list)
 
167	 W. Stone to R, Sharman [Tas. State Archivist] 31 may 1958 
E.M.M. booklets - Tas. Hist. Research Assoc. offprints. 
168	 Walter Stone, The Australian 21 Nov. 1975
 
(photocopy of newscutting)
 
169-70 Walter Stone 1951, 1958 
Stone to Dep. Commissioner of Taxation in re AJ.O'Shea (3 Apr. 1951); Meagher 
& De Coek, solicitors, to Stone: conveyance of property at 77 Rozell St., Sydney (15 July 
1958) 
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